, many authors have considered how receptor-ligand binding in the membrane environment will differ from the same interactions measured in solution (9-13). All of these studies consider the generic physical effects of confining receptors and ligands to two apposed cell membranes. Given the same cellular environment, these effects apply universally, regardless of the molecular characteristics of specific receptors and ligands. For example, elastic forces imposed by cell membranes reduce the half-life of all receptorligand complexes in a similar way (8). This previous work did not identify that differences between the binding characteristics of soluble receptors and ligands and the same molecules at a cell-cell junction could depend on specific molecular features of these species.
Direct cell-cell communication is crucial for many processes in biology, particularly embryogenesis, interactions between hematopoetic cells, and in the nervous system. This communication is often mediated by the binding of receptors to cognate ligands at a cell-cell junction. One such interaction that is very important for the development of many immune responses is the binding of the ␣␤ T cell receptor for antigen (TCR) on T lymphocytes with peptide-MHC complexes on other cells. In general, the stability (e.g., half-life) of TCR-peptide-MHC binding measured in solution correlates with functional responses. Several anomalies have been reported, however. For example, for some anomalous ligands, large changes in heat capacity can apparently substitute for a lack of stability in TCR-ligand interactions. Here, we show that, when there are significant conformational changes during receptorligand binding and the receptor͞ligand have relatively rigid molecular subdomains, the difference between the half-life of this receptor-ligand complex at a cell-cell junction and that measured using soluble molecules is large. Thus, receptors͞ligands with these specific molecular features do not follow correlations between stimulatory potency in the cellular environment and half-lives measured with soluble molecules. Our ''first-principles'' prescription for correcting the half-life measured in solution to obtain the pertinent value at a cell-cell junction illuminates the origin of correlations of T cell response with thermodynamic properties. Application of our ideas to diverse systems where receptor-ligand interactions occur across juxtaposed cells may help avoid debates about ''anomalies'' that may simply arise from receptor͞ligand-specific differences between half-lives in solution and in the cellular environment.
conformational changes ͉ lymphocyte activation ͉ receptor-ligand binding C ellular responses resulting from the binding of receptors and ligands embedded in apposed cell membranes is ubiquitous (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) . Ever since the seminal work of Bell (8) , many authors have considered how receptor-ligand binding in the membrane environment will differ from the same interactions measured in solution (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) . All of these studies consider the generic physical effects of confining receptors and ligands to two apposed cell membranes. Given the same cellular environment, these effects apply universally, regardless of the molecular characteristics of specific receptors and ligands. For example, elastic forces imposed by cell membranes reduce the half-life of all receptorligand complexes in a similar way (8) . This previous work did not identify that differences between the binding characteristics of soluble receptors and ligands and the same molecules at a cell-cell junction could depend on specific molecular features of these species.
T lymphocytes (T cells) coordinate adaptive immune responses, and their activation requires the binding of T cell receptor for antigen (TCR) with peptide-MHC (pMHC) molecules expressed on antigen-presenting cells. The half-life of this binding interaction is often a good predictor of the ability of a particular pMHC molecule to stimulate T cell activation (14) (15) (16) (17) (18) . However, many exceptions to this observation have been reported (19) (20) (21) (22) (23) (24) (25) (26) . Krogsgaard et al. (26) studied how T cells bearing the same TCR are stimulated by different peptides bound to a particular MHC protein. These data showed that, for most pMHC ligands, activation potential increased with the half-life of the TCR-pMHC complex (measured using soluble molecules and surface plasmon resonance). However, there were notable outliers, and these peptides stimulated T cells more efficiently than would be predicted from the measured TCRpMHC half-lives. Krogsgaard et al. (26) also found that increases in a second parameter, change in heat capacity upon binding, which is often a measure of changes in conformation (27) (28) (29) (30) , correlated with the stimulatory ability of the anomalous ligands. Specifically, when T cell stimulation potency was graphed as a function of the product of half-life (measured using soluble molecules) and change in specific heat capacity upon TCRpMHC binding, a good fit to all of the data were obtained. The origin of such a correlation is unknown.
Here, we show that, if there are significant conformational changes during receptor-ligand binding and the receptor͞ligand has relatively inflexible molecular subdomains, the half-life of the complex will be longer at a cell-cell junction compared with that measured using soluble molecules. If intracellular signaling cascades that translate receptor-ligand binding to functional responses depend on the half-life (14-18, 31, 32) , the relevant half-life is that in the cell membrane environment. Therefore, receptors͞ligands with the molecular characteristics noted above will be more stimulatory than the shorter half-lives measured in solution would suggest. We derive a formula for the increased half-life of a receptor-ligand complex at a cell-cell junction, and it contains the change in heat capacity upon binding; it also fits experimental data on T cell activation very well. This formula could be used in diverse situations where biological response is predicated on the stability of receptor-ligand interactions that occur across cell membranes.
Model Development
In standard measurements of protein-protein interactions using surface plasmon resonance, either the receptor or the ligand is immobilized on a surface using a flexible tether, and the other is in solution (26, 33, 34) . If the tether is sufficiently long and flexible, both molecules can be considered to be in solution. Calorimetric measurements are carried out with both molecules in solution (26, 35, 36) . The free energy cost associated with rigid-body motion (e.g., rotational motion leading to change in receptor͞ligand orientation) in solution is small (Fig. 1A) . Thus, these molecular motions can aid the conformational adjustments of molecular subdomains (37, 38) that are necessary for docking the receptor and ligand in the transition state for this chemical reaction. Fig. 1B shows that if the receptor and ligand are embedded in two-dimensional (2D) cell membranes, these motions are severely restricted and hence correspond to high free energy costs. Thus, docking of the receptor and ligand in the transition state may not follow the same temporal evolution of atomic coordinates as in solution. In other words, the reaction coordinate could change once receptors and ligands are embedded in the highly constrained environment of cell membranes.
If membrane constraints do not allow the soft modes available in three-dimensional (3D) solution to aid the process of docking in to the transition state, upon close apposition of receptors and ligands, changes in the conformations of the molecular subdomains will play a more significant role in receptor-ligand binding (Fig. 1B) . If these internal degrees of freedom are relatively flexible, then this effect will not lead to any appreciable change in the free energy barrier between the unbound and transition states compared with that in solution. However, if these internal degrees of freedom are relatively rigid, the free energy barrier will be higher in the membrane environment. This also implies that the free energy barrier associated with the reverse process (dissociation) will be higher (Fig. 1C) , assuming that the final structure of a bound TCR-pMHC complex is the same in solution as in the membrane environment. Thus, there will be a concomitant increase in the half-life at a cell-cell junction. How is this increase in the half-life related to measurable properties of receptors͞ligands?
We studied a simplified model that mimics the situation shown in Fig. 1 to carry out an exact statistical mechanical calculation and derive formulas that answer this question. We consider a minimal description of the relevant phenomena, rather than a detailed atomistic model of a specific receptor-ligand complex, because our purpose is to establish general principles and scaling relationships that are applicable to a wide variety of receptorligand systems in diverse cell types. In solution, receptors and ligands are brought in to close apposition necessary for binding to occur (''collisions'') by free diffusion. In the cell membrane environment, diffusion or convection in the planes of the membrane bring the receptor and ligand head-to-head (described for general systems in refs. 8 and 13) and shape changes perpendicular to the membrane surfaces then bring them in to close apposition (see Fig. 4 and Supporting Text, which are published as supporting information on the PNAS web site). We consider the situation after transport and membrane shape changes have brought a receptor and a ligand head-to-head and in to close apposition. On the short lateral length scale of a receptor͞ligand, we may then consider the two membranes to be flat.
The simple model that we consider for receptor-ligand binding is shown in Fig. 2 . The rigid-body motions leading to reorientation of the receptor or ligand are modeled by the motion of the shafts. These modes of motion will be very constrained in the membrane environment. The limit of free solution can be recovered in our model by allowing these The black springs represent the degrees of freedom associated with molecular reorientation; the molecular subdomains depicted in red bind to acquire the structure of the transition state, and those in green also bind to acquire the structure of the receptor-ligand complex.
motions to be relatively unconstrained. The receptors and ligands also have several internal parts that represent the molecular subdomains that undergo conformational adjustments in the process of binding. We separate these internal parts into two groups. The first group (colored red in Fig. 2 ) is comprised of those components that must dock with each other to acquire the structure of the transition state. The second group (colored green in Fig. 2 ) is comprised of those subunits that must also bind to complete complex formation.
We used this model to calculate the free energy barrier associated with forming and breaking receptor-ligand complexes. The half-life of the complex is proportional to exp[G d ͞ (k B T)], where G d is the free energy barrier for dissociation (Fig.  1C) , k B is Boltzmann's constant, and T is absolute temperature. Thus, by computing the free energy barrier for cases where the rigid-body motions of receptors and ligands are constrained vs. that where they are relatively unconstrained, we can obtain the ratio of the effective half-life of receptor-ligand complexes at a cell-cell junction to that measured using soluble molecules.
To obtain analytical formulas for the pertinent free energies, we simplified the model further in a way that still captures the essential biological phenomena. We assume that conformational adjustments that occur during association involve relatively modest deformations of individual chemical bonds. When deformations are modest, they mainly involve changes in dihedral angles that can be related to a few modes or degrees of freedom (39) . The energetic costs of pushing or pulling on a molecular degree of freedom can then be treated as extending or compressing a spring [harmonic approximation (40) (41) (42) (43) ]. So, we consider the various parts of our model (Fig. 2 ) for receptor and ligand molecules to be connected by springs that can be deformed. The values of the spring constants define whether it is easy or difficult to deform a particular degree of freedom. Conformationally rigid subdomains correspond to a large value of the spring constant (stiff spring). For ease of displaying the formulas that we have derived, the spring constants that describe the relative rigidity of the individual molecular subdomains that bind in the transition state structure are set to be equal.
The way we determine the free energy barriers associated with receptor-ligand binding is to compute the partition functions in the free, bound, and transition states for our model system (44) . The free energy barrier for receptor-ligand dissociation (directly related to half-life as noted above) is given by the following expression:
, where ZЈ and ZЉ are the partition functions corresponding to the transition and bound states, respectively. A detailed derivation of the partition functions, free energy barriers, and half-lives is provided in Methods.
Results
The analysis presented in Methods ultimately leads to the following relationship between that half-life of a receptor-ligand complex in the cell-cell environment (t 1/2 2d ) and that measured using soluble molecules (t 1/2 3d ):
where B is a constant that increases with the rigidity of the molecular subdomains that undergo conformational adjustments en route to the transition state, A is a constant that is approximately equal to unity if most conformational changes occur en route to the transition state structure rather than in the final phase of complex formation, and ⌬C p is the change in specific heat capacity upon formation of the receptor-ligand complex. For simplicity, we focus on the situation A ϳ 1, because experiments suggest that most conformational adjustments do occur in the association phase for TCR-pMHC binding (26) . Eq. 1 provides a prescription for relating receptor-ligand half-life in the cellular environment to molecule-specific quantities that can be measured in experiments carried out in solution. It makes clear that if the molecular subdomains involved in conformational adjustments are relatively flexible (small value of B), and hence easy to deform, differences in the half-life between a cell-cell junction and solution are negligible (because the exponential of a small number is approximately unity). However, if these degrees of freedom are not very flexible, the difference between the half-life in solution and at a cell-cell junction is directly related to the change in specific heat upon formation of a receptor-ligand complex.
These consequences of Eq. 1 are consistent with, and provide explanations for, experimental data on the response of T cells to different pMHC ligands (26) . It is important to note that all measurements of half-life in this study were carried out with one of the receptor-ligand pairs in solution and the other tethered to a substrate in a way that may be equivalent to being in solution. The stimulatory response of T cells was measured with live T cells and immobilized pMHC molecules as in the in vivo situation where membrane constraints are important. As noted earlier, some pMHC ligands were more stimulatory than their half-lives in solution would warrant. Eq. 1 would suggest that these outliers have relatively inflexible molecular subdomains (large B) and a large negative change in specific heat capacity upon TCRpMHC complexation because this would make the factor exp[ϪB⌬C p ] greater than unity. This would lead to a larger effective half-life of the TCR-pMHC complex at a cell-cell junction and a concomitant increase in its ability to stimulate signaling and gene transcription in T cells.
Two of the outliers, labeled K2-IE k and K3-IE k in ref. 26 , are obtained by mutating residues on the wild-type peptide (called MCC-IE k ). Consistent with Eq. 1, measurements show that TCR binding to K2-IE k and K3-IE k results in much larger negative changes in specific heat capacity compared with MCC. The crystal structure of K3-IE k shows that the conformation of the p5-Lys (a major contact residue, crucial for stimulation) is more rigid compared with that of MCC-IE k (26, 45) . The p5-Lys in K3 engages a neighboring p3-Tyr, allowing the lysine residue to form extensive van der Waals contacts with the tyrosine residue. This stable conformation is harder to deform in order for the TCR to engage the amino group of the lysine. This structural feature indicates that, in accordance with Eq. 1, the relevant molecular subdomains that must undergo conformational transitions are relatively rigid in K3-IE k , and it has a large negative change in specific heat capacity upon binding. Thus, the effective half-life of the 2B4 TCR complex with this pMHC is larger at the cell-cell junction compared with measurements using soluble molecules. Hence, it is more stimulatory than measurements of half-life in solution would suggest.
It is interesting to note that another peptide, K5-IE k , also has a larger negative change in specific heat capacity upon binding compared with the wild-type (MCC) (26) . Although the specific heat capacity change is smaller than for K3-IE k , one would still expect this peptide to be an outlier in correlations of T cell response to half-lives measured using soluble molecules. However, experimental data for this peptide fit such correlations reasonably well. Eq. 1 suggests that this implies that molecular subdomains in the K5-IE k peptide that are involved in binding TCR are more flexible than those of the K3-IE k peptide. The resulting small value of B (see Eq. 1) would make the effective half-life at a cell-cell junction similar to that measured in solution despite a relatively large negative change in specific heat capacity. Indeed the crystal structures show that the K5-IEk p5-Lys is less stable (more flexible) than K3-IEk p5-Lys because K5-IEk p5-Lys does not possess the extensive van der Waals contacts with a neighboring side chain (26) .
The discussion above suggests that proper accounting of molecular flexibility effects results in a formula (Eq. 1) that relates the effective half-life at a cell-cell junction to that measured in solution and molecular thermodynamic properties. Our results also provide a mechanistic and thermodynamic underpinning for the finding that T cell response correlates with some combination of the half-lives of receptor-ligand complexes and thermodynamic properties measured in solution (26) . To test the veracity of these ideas further, and to demonstrate the utility of Eq. 1, we assume that the T cell response strictly correlates with TCR-pMHC half-life at a cell-cell junction and use Eq. 1 to relate the half-life at a cell-cell junction to that measured using soluble molecules. This operation leads us to the following expression relating T cell responsiveness to measurable quantities:
In Eq. 2, P i are parameters that are fit to the experimental data. In addition to the specific molecular effects we have considered, the values of the parameters also are influenced by the effects of 2D confinement that apply generically to all systems (8) . Fig. 3 shows that Eq. 2 fits experimental data for the response of 2B4 T cells to different ligands well. This correlation indicates that the origin of the anomalous behavior of some pMHC ligands [and the surprising correlation of T cell stimulation potential with changes in specific heat (26)] is that the effects of molecular flexibility on free energy changes that determine half-life are manifested differently at a cell-cell junction compared with that in solution. Fig. 3 also demonstrates the utility of Eq. 1. Measurements of the half-life of receptor-ligand complexes at a cell-cell junction are technically very difficult. Eq. 1 provides a simple way to relate this half-life pertinent to cellular response to the half-life and thermodynamic properties in solution, quantities that are much simpler to measure.
Discussion
Cell-cell interactions mediated by receptor-ligand binding are crucial and ubiquitous in biology. Thus, there has been, and continues to be, much interest in understanding how receptorligand interactions are modulated in the unique environment of an intercellular junction (1-7) . Here, we have described a facet that had not been understood before. Differences between the half-life of receptor-ligand complexes at a cell-cell junction and that measured using soluble molecules depends on the molecular characteristics of specific receptors and ligands. Compared with binding in solution, at a cell-cell junction, conformational adjustments leading to the transition state can be mediated by greater changes in the coordinates of molecular subdomains rather than changes in molecular orientation. This is because changes in molecular orientation are energetically facile in solution but are highly constrained in the cell membrane. This change in reaction coordinate raises the free energy of the transition state if the molecular subdomains that participate in binding are relatively inflexible. This in turn makes the free energy barrier for dissociation, and consequently the effective half-life, longer at a cell-cell junction compared with that measured using soluble molecules. Thus, receptors͞ligands with relatively rigid molecular subdomains that undergo substantial conformational rearrangements during binding will be functionally more stimulatory than measurements with soluble molecules would suggest.
These ideas fit well with the experimental data on T cell activation and provide a unified framework that should extend to other receptor-ligand interactions across cell-cell interfaces as well (1-7). The prescription we have presented (Eq. 1) could be used in these diverse situations to incorporate the differential effects of molecular flexibility in the cellular environment and that in solution and enable correlation of cell response to the effective half-life in the cellular environment. This may obviate debates regarding ''anomalies'' that could be understood from this perspective alone. We hope that our finding will motivate the vigorous pursuit of experimental data on the theromodynamics of receptor-ligand binding and its relationship to functional responses in different cell types because these data are not available.
Further elaboration and understanding of the differing roles of molecular flexibility at a cell-cell junction and in solution may require detailed accounting of effects not included in this work [e.g., hydrophobic effects (46), issues related to differential ordering of water in bound and unbound molecules (47), etc.]. There is some evidence that such effects could be important. In Fig. 3 , we used half-life data measured in solution at 25°C because direct measurements are available at that temperature. If we use values obtained by extrapolation to 37°C, the results are qualitatively the same, but MCC also becomes an outlier in correlations with half-life measured in solution, indicating that hydrophobic (or other) effects could be important for this peptide. Detailed atomistic simulations of parts of receptorligand complexes in water may prove useful in this regard (48) . where X, Y, and Z are the displacements of the orientational (shaft) degrees of freedom in the three spatial directions; x i , y i , and z i are displacements in three spatial directions of the n parts that correspond to the molecular subdomains that must dock in to a particular position to acquire the structure of the transition state; and x p , y p , and z p are displacements of the additional m parts that must be in particular positions in the final bound complex.
Methods
The partition function of the unbound state (Z) is given by Experimental data on the ability of different pMHC ligands to stimulate T cells fits Eq. 2 well. The ordinate is the logarithm of the concentration (EC 50) of a particular ligand that yields 50% maximal production of the cytokine (IL-2) and is a measure of T cell activation potency. The abscissa is the half-life (t 1/2 2d ) at a cell-cell junction calculated using Eq. 2. Values of the half-life measured using soluble molecules were obtained from ref. 26 . The various peptides (bound to IE k ) that were studied are labeled. The values of the parameters that correspond to the best fit line are as follows: P 1 ϭ 0.7436, P 2 ϭ Ϫ0.0235, and P3 ϭ Ϫ0.5107. The identity of each ligand is described in ref. 26 .
, and p ( p , p ) correspond to the spring constants that describe the relative flexibility characterizing motion of the external shaft, first group of internal molecular components, and second group of internal molecular components in the x (y, z) direction, respectively. ␤ ϭ 1͞k B T, with T being absolute temperature and k B is Boltzmann's constant. The partition function of the transition state (ZЈ) is given by
where l x0 (l y0 , h 0 ) are the x (y, z) coordinates of the position that must be acquired by each of the n molecular components that bind in the transition state. This constraint is embodied in the ␦-functions. The partition function of the bound complex (ZЉ) is given by
where d x0 (d y0 , g 0 ) are the x (y, z) coordinates of the position that must be acquired by each of the additional m components that bind in the bound complex. This constraint is embodied in the ␦-functions. The expressions for ZЈ and ZЉ also contain ⌬E a and ⌬E d , which are the changes in energy upon reaching the transition state from the initial state and reaching the final state from the transition state, respectively. The Gaussian integrals in each of these expressions for the partition functions can be computed exactly, and the resulting formulas are shown below.
Calculation of the Free Energy Barriers and Half-Lives. The difference in the free energy barrier for receptor-ligand dissociation in solution compared with a cell-cell junction is obtained by calculating this quantity for two different values of the spring constants (, , and ) that define the degree to which the 3D movement of the receptor͞ligand as a whole is constrained. We anticipate that the 3D movements of the entire molecule are essentially unconstrained in solution. So, binding in solution corresponds to a situation where the spring constants resisting rigid-body motion are smaller than those that resist the deformation of the internal molecular components that bind in the transition state and the bound complex. Conversely, at a cell-cell junction, the rigid-body movements are very constrained. Therefore, the molecular subunits that undergo conformational adjustments are more flexible than rigid-body motion in the membrane. Mathematically, we consider the following limit:
Here, 2d ( 2d , 2d ) and 3d ( 3d , 3d ) are the spring constants that determine the penalties associated with deforming the external shafts in the x(y, z) direction, in the membrane environment and in solution, respectively. As noted above, for simplicity, we have all i ( i , i ) representing spring constants for the molecular subdomains to be equal to each other, and this value is denoted by 0 ( 0 , 0 ). We find that the difference between the free energy barrier for dissociation in solution and at a cell-cell junction is
where G d 2d and G d 3d are the free energy barriers for dissociation at a cell-cell junction and solution, respectively; n is the number of degrees of freedom (or molecular subdomains) that undergo conformational adjustments to acquire the structure of the transition state; and the quantities in the brackets are various spring constants that resist conformational deformations of the molecular subdomains.
It is important to recognize that the quantity, n, directly reflects the value of a measurable thermodynamic quantity, namely, the change in specific heat upon binding. This is because of the identity (40)
where ⌬G equals the free energy difference between the receptor-ligand complex and the unbound state, and m is the number of additional degrees of freedom (molecular subunits) that undergo conformational transitions subsequent to the formation of the transition state to acquire the structure of the bound state.
We use the specific heat of complex formation, rather than just dissociation or association alone, because this quantity has been measured and used in correlating T cell response (26) . Using the specific heat of complex formation, rather than that associated with dissociation or association alone, simply adds the factor of 3(m ϩ 1)͞2 in the equation above. If most conformational adjustments occur en route to the transition state (26) , this factor is not significant. These equations can be used to obtain the relationship between the effective half-life of a receptor-ligand complex in solution and that at a cell-cell junction. This is because the two quantities are related by the following relationship: ϫ ͓⌬C p ϩ 3͑m ϩ 1͒͞2͔ ͬ .
In writing the second equality above, we have used the formulas for the free energy barriers and that for the specific heat change upon binding.
